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Abst ract - -We begin the analysis of two schemes for imposing weakly the "no-slip" boundary 
conditions in the Navier-Stokes equations. The first is via a Lagrange multiplier constraining no 
tangential velocity on the boundary and the second is via penalization of tangential velocities along 
boundaries. Our analysis in this first step is for the Stokes problem although the motivation for 
relaxing this essential boundary condition comes from higher Reynolds number flow. (~) 1999 Else- 
vier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the Stokes problem: 
-Au+Vp= f, in f~ (C R2), (1.1) 
u = 0, on 0f~. 
The boundary condition u = 0 on 0f~ is composed of two separate conditions: 
1.1 "no penetration": u .  ~ = 0, on F, 
1.2 "no-slip": u-  ~ = 0, on F, 
where fi is the outward unit normal to F and ~ a unit tangent vector to F. This report studies 
algorithms for which the true no slip condition u .  ~lr = 0 is imposed weakly as a constraint and 
as a penalty term. 
The study of "relaxed" methods of imposing the no-slip Condition 1.2 is motivated by, and a 
first step towards, the same idea for high Reynolds number flow problems. Indeed, the behavior 
of fluids near boundaries plays a key role in high Reynolds number flow. The sharp transition 
from the free-stream flow to the adherence condition generates large amounts of vorticity which 
(at sufficient levels) can cause detachment of boundary layers. For example, it is known, [1], that 
in 2d flow driven by a potential body force, all vorticity must be created at boundaries and then 
diffused into the fluid's interior. This situation becomes even more complex when approximated 
on a given computational mesh. If the transition from adherence to flee-stream velocities is 
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not resolvable on the given mesh, nonphysical vortex structures e.g., '~wiggles" can form in the 
approximate solution and then be transported i~o the flow region's interior. 
We therefore consider methods of imposing u = 0 on F in such a way that the "no-penetration" 
condition u.  ~ = 0, appropriate for the Euler equations, is imposed strongly while the "no-slip" 
condition u. ~ = 0 on F is relaxed. There are (at least) three natural ways of accomplishing this: 
imposing u .  ~ = 0 via 
(i) a Lagrange multiplier implementation of u-  Fir = 0 as a constraint; 
(ii) a penalty term imposing u .  ~lr = 0 approximately; 
(iii) replacing "no-slip" with "slip with friction" (see [1] for a precise statement of this boundary 
condition) with a friction coefficient which increases as h -~ 0. 
We show in Section 4 that (iii) is almost the same as the usual penalty function approach if 
linear resistance is used. Thus, we consider the first two possibilities. 
There are many papers studying finite element methodology in which Dirichlet boundary condi- 
tions or other continuity conditions are imposed weakly. In this regard, the fundamental paper [2] 
of Babuska stands out. It is shown in [2] (using elliptic theory extensively), that Dirichlet bound- 
ary conditions can successfully be imposed using Lagrange multipliers in second order elliptic 
boundary value problems. Inter-element continuity can also be imposed weakly in various ways, 
for example, via hybrid and other formulations and mortar elements [3]. 
To formulate the methods we study, let (., .) and (., ")r denote the usual L2(~) and L2(F) inner 
products and associated uality pairings and introduce the spaces: 
X: {v E (ul(~'~)) 2 } = : (v.  ¢z, A) = 0, for all A E H-1/2(F) , 
{v e X :  (v-~,A)r  = 0, for all $ ~ H-1 /2 (F ) ) ,  Xo := 
V:= {v e X :  (V .v ,q )  =0,  for allq e L2(g~)}, 
Vo := {vEV : (v. '~,A)r = 0, for all A E H-1/2(F)} ,  
M:  = L2(n) := {q E L2(12): (q, 1) = 0}, and 
L : = H-1/U(F). 
For reference, we note that the most common formulation of the Stokes problem is in (X0, M). 
Find (u,p) E (X0, M) satisfying 
a(u,v)  + (q ,V -u) -  (p ,V -u)  = (f,v), (1.2) 
for all (v, q) E (X0, M), where a(u, v) := (Vu, Vv). Equation (1.2) is equivalent to the formula- 
tion of (1.1) as a constrained minimization problem. 
Find u E V0 minimizing over V0 
fn IVv] 2 -  f . vdx .  J (v)  := (1.3) 
If we proceed analogously to (1.3),(1.2) and impose u-  #lr = 0 as a constraint, we arrive at the 
following weak formulation, considered in this report. 
Find (u,p, ~) E (X, M, L) satisfying: 
a(u, v) - (p, v .  v) + (v.  >% = (f, v), 
(q,V.  u) = 0, (u . '~,a)r  = 0, 
for all (v ,q,a)  E (X,M,L), 
(1.4) 
For future reference, we note that (1.4) has the following equivalent formulation in (V, L). 
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REMARK. It is possible to use different formulations of the viscous term in the numerical pro- 
cedure, see [4]. With the one chosen here the Lagrange multiplier -A is almost the tangential 
component of the normal stress: A = - (Vu .  h). f .  If the stress formulation of the viscous terms 
in (1.2),(1.4) is used instead, a(u h, v h) = (Vu h, Vv h) is replaced by a(u h, v h) = CD(uh), :/:)(vh)) 
where :D(w) := (Vw + Vwt)/2 is the deformation tensor and the corresponding A is then 
= -v ( . ) .  ~. ÷. 
The main result of this report is that this is a mathematically correct procedure. We show in 
Theorem 3.1 that with the Lagrange multiplier formulation, under only the assumption of div- 
stability of the Velocity-pressure finite element spaces, that u h -+ u and ph _+ p quasi-optimally 
as h ~ 0. We give an error estimate which suggests the use polynomial degree (k, k - 1, k - 1) 
spaces are asymptotically optimal for (X h, M h, Lh). In Theorem 3.2, we show A h also provides a 
quasi-optimal pproximation of +A provided an additional discrete inf-sup condition (relating X h 
and L h) holds. This condition is shown to hold in the limit as h --+ 0 in Lemma 2.1 and it is shown 
that the discrete analog, (3.8), holds for a simple modification of the MINI element when L h is 
taken to be L 2 piecewise constants. 
Section 4 introduces ome preliminary results for the usual penalty discretization associated 
with the Lagrange multiplier formulation of Section 3. 
REMARK. The related idea of "regularization" of an approximation scheme by weakly imposing 
the no-penetration condition (using, e.g., penalty methods) also occurs in work on contact prob- 
lems, e.g., [5]. The same idea can be considered here for boundaries in flow problems which allow 
small amounts of flow penetration i to the surface. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
We collect, in this section, some preliminary information concerning the continuous problem. 
Let I1" II and I1" IIr denote the usual L(~) and L2(F) norms. The Ha(r) norm will be denoted 
II " IIs,r. If we proceed by following the usual treatment of the Stokes problem, we are led to the 
following inf-sup condition to be verified: there is a f~ > 0 such that 
inf sup (q, V.  v) - (v. +, a)r  2 \ 1/2 -> f~ > 0. (2.1) 
Since v • h = 0, on F, the Poincard inequality holds in X [6], which, when combined with the 
trace lemma 
IIv" +ll,/2,r --- CIIvlli,n <__ CIIVvll, 
allows us to simplify (2.1) a bit. The next lemma contains a proof of (2.1). 
Let X = {w E H1(~2) 2 : (w. h,A) = 0}, for ali A ~ L2(F). Then, there is a f~ > 0 LEMMA 2.1. 
such that 
(p, V .  v) - (A, v .  +)r 
inf sup 1/2 >-/~ > 0. (2.2) xeu-1/2(r) v~x ( ) 
proM IlVvll IlPll 2 + 11~112_1/2,r 
PROOF. Let p E L2(f~) and A E H-1/2(F) be given. Then, there is a A E H+I/2(F) such that 
11£[11/2,r = 1 and (A, A)r -> (1/2)[[Al[-i/2,r- Let ~ be a solution of the following problem, where 
= P / I lP l l  
V.'~=+p, i n~,  
• h = 0, on F = 0~2, 
~-+=-A,  onr .  
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It is known (see [6, (3.2) Section III]) that such a fi exists (although possibly nonuniquely) and 
satisfies: 
"vl ' l ,n-<C(f~)["P" + A 1/2,r] =:C ' .  
Thus, [IV('~/C')[[ < 1. Pick v = ~r/C' in (2.2). This gives: 
(p, v .  v) v .  % = + (x, 
_1 C" / 2 \ 1/2 
~ ]IP][ 2 + -> 2 (llpll + II,~ll-x/=,r) -> _ 11"~11-1/2,r) 
Thus, for this choice of v, 
2 (p, V v) (A,v. ~)r > C" (llpll 2 + IIAII1/2,r)I/2 
I lVv l l  - 
and the inf-sup condition (2.1),(2.2) follows. | 
REMARK. The idea of solving an auxiliary problem for A (rather than A) used in this proof 
occurs in a slightly different form in the work of Verfiirth [7, Lemma 3.2, p. 22] and Liakos [8, 
Lemma 3.1] on problems with free-slip boundary conditions. 
It is also known (see, e.g., [4,6,9], etc.) that the following inf-sup condition holds on (X0, M) 
(note that functions in X0 vanish on F): for some/3' > 0 
inf sup (q 'V 'v )  /3, 
q~M v~Xo IIVvll Ilqll > > 0. 
Since X0 C X the same must hold on (X, M) as recorded in this next lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2.  
thus, 
inf sup (q'V" v) /3' 
q~M v~X IIVvll Ilqll -> >0 
V:={veX: (q ,V .v )=0,  VqeM} and 
Vo:={vEXo: (q ,V .v )=O,  VqeM} 
are nontrivial, dosed subspaces of X and Xo, respectively, and 
Voc V. I 
We record two other potentially useful results along this same line• 
LEMMA 2.3. There is a constant fl > 0 such that 
inf sup (A,v- r ) r  > 1. (2.3) 
,XEL vEV ]]Vill/2,P [IAII-1/2,F - 
PROOF. Since the boundary value problem: given A E HW2(F), find v E V satisfying 
V.v=0,  i n~,  v .~=0,  onF, v-~=X, onF, 
has a solution v for every A e H1/2(F) (see [6, (3.25) Section III.3]) the supremum in the lemma is 
in fact taken over A E H1/2(F). Now sup;~eH,/2(r ) ((a, A)r/]]A[]l/2.r) is the definition of [[a[[_i/2, r 
so the lemma holds. | 
LEMMA 2.4. There is a finite constant C = C(~) 
IlVvtl < c(a) .  sup 
ocv~V [Ivlll/2,r 
PROOF. Applying the regularity result of [4, (3.25)] gives that if V • v = 0 in ~2, IIv[iw,,q(n) 
<_ Clivllw,-l/q.,(r). If q = 2 this implies there is a C = C(~2) with [IVvl[ < C(~)[Iv[[1/2, r or 
I lVv l l  < c(~),  sup 
ocvev JJvJll/2,r 
which is the desired result. | 
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3. FORMULATION OF  THE F IN ITE  ELEMENT METHOD 
The finite element method with "no-slip" weakly imposed can now be formulated. Let X h C 
X, M h C M and L h C L be finite element spaces. We shall assume F is polygonal so that, for 
example, X0 h = {v E X h : v .  "7" = 0 on F} = {v E X h : v = 0 on F} is well defined. We shall 
assume the spaces (X h, M h) are chosen so that (Xh ,M h) verify the classical discrete inf-sup 
condition for pressure stability: for some f~ > 0: 
(q, V.  v) 
inf sup > j3 > 0. (3.1) 
o~M~ V~Xo ~ IlVvll Ilqll- 
If the supremum is taken over a larger space X h the quotient can only increase, as noted already 
in Lemma 2.2. Thus, (3.1) implies 
(q, V.  v) 
inf sup > j3 > 0, (3.2) 
q~M" ~x~ IlVvll Ilqll- 
which implies that the discretely divergence-free spaces V h and V0 h 
vh:={V hExh: (qh ,V .vh)=0,  VqhEMh},  
V0 h := {v h E x0h: (qh, V 'vh)  =0,  V qh E Mh},  
are well defined (and, in fact, satisfy V0 h C vh). 
We can now formulate the Lagrange multiplier-finite element scheme: Find u h E X h, ph E M h, 
and A h E L h satisfying: 
(u" , , )  + v .  + , ,  = (f, v), 
(q ,V .u  
(3.3) 
for all (v, q, a) E (X h, M h, Lh). It follows from standard theory of saddle point problems that 
under (3.2),(3.3) is equivalent to the problem: find u h E V h,/~h E L h satisfying 
a (uh,v) + (v .  r = 
(uh. ~, ~)r = 0, 
(3.4) 
for all (v, c~) E (V h, Lh). 
Before proceeding, define a third discretely divergence free space 17 h satisfying the discrete 
boundary condition weakly by: 
~h : :  {v  E V h : (v. +,a)r  = 0, for all a E Lh}. 
Clearly, 
v0 h c ~h C V h 
so that function in Vo can be approximated in ~h at least as well as by functions in Vo h. 
REMARK. Imposing v .  ~lr = 0 in X h. 
There are practical issues which arise from the requirement X h c X.  If F is polygonal then this 
is implied by, for example, vh(N).~(N) = 0 at every node N along a straight side and vh(N) ----- 0 
at all corner nodes. If F h is a polygonal approximation to a curved boundary F then each node 
is at a corner and this construction fails. For such problems it could well be preferable to impose 
both u.  n i r  ~- 0 and u .  ÷lr = 0 weakly with different scalings. For example, it seems that the 
degree u-  +It = 0 is weakened should be scaled by the Reynolds number somehow. This, idea is 
currently under study. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Suppose the classical discrete inf-sup condition (3.1) holds. 
Then, for any u ~ Vo 
inf I lV(u-  v)ll ~ c inf I IV(u- v)ll ~ c inf [ IV(u-  v)ll. 
vef'h v~Vo h v~Xo h 
PROOF. The first inequality follows since V0 h C ~h (which is obvious). The second follows from 
standard theory of the discretized Stokes problem in, e.g., [9]. I 
To analyze the error in method (3.3), we shall first derive the needed variational formulation 
of the continuous problem. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let (u,p) satisfy the Stokes problem and let v h E ~h be given. I f  a(u,v) = 
(Vu, ~Tv), then (u,p) satisfies: 
a(u,v h)-(p-qh,V.v h)+(A,v h.r)r=(f,vh) ' 
for all v h ~ V h and qh ~ M h, where A := - (Vu .  h).  ~. Ha(u ,v )  = (:D(u), (v)), then the same 
holds with A replaced by A = -:D(u), .h- ~. 
PROOF. This follows by integration by parts, keeping careful track of all boundary integral 
terms. I 
The next theorem (Theorem 3.1) presents the basic convergence r sult of the method. It is 
noteworthy that convergence of the fluid velocities and pressures follows only under the classical 
inf-sup condition (3.1); (3.2) for pressure stability. Thus, all div-stable lements used to approx- 
imate the Stokes problem may be used also when the no-slip condition is imposed weakly. On 
the other hand, optimal convergence of the Lagrange multiplier A h to - (Vu .  h) • ¢ will require 
a discrete analog of the inf-sup condition presented in Lemma 2.1 to hold. 
Suppose (3.1) and (3.2) hold. Let (uh,p h, )~h) satisfy (3.3). Then, with A := THEOREM 3.1. 
- (Vu .  h) -#,  
IIV(u--uh)ll+llp--phll<c~ inf I IV(u--vh)l l  
- lvhexo. 
+ inf lip qhl[+ inf IIA hi[ , /~ ,}  @ 
qhEMh abEL h 
PROOF. 
and u h yields: 
(e,v ~) - (p - : ,V -v  h) + (A -  Ah,vh-~)r  = 0, 
where A = - (Vu-  h) • #. If v E ~h this simplifies to: 
(3.5) 
Let e = u -u  h denote the velocity error. Subtracting the equations for u (in Lemma 3.2) 
(3.6) 
a (e,v h) - (p -  qh ,V .v  h) + (A-- A h,v h-T)r  = 0, 
for any v h E ~h, qh e M h. Further, by the definition of ~h, (_Ah, vh "÷)r = (A -ah ,v  h "~)r for 
any ah E L h. Writing e = u - u h = (u - v h) - (u h - v h) = ~ - ch, where y = u - v h, v h E 1 yh, 
and hence, ch := (u h _ v h) e ~h, we have: 
a (7, v~) - (p -  q", v .  vh) + (~- .~,~.  ÷)r = a (~,  ~"),  
where A = - (Vv -  h) • r and v h E ~h, ah E L h an arbitrary. Thus, setting v h = ch E ~h gives 
IIv~hll = ~ Itv~tl IIv~hll + l ip-  qhll II v ~all + + I1~ h - ~ II-x/=,r l l~'#l l l /=,r  • 
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Since II¢ h. ÷lla/2,r < O(~)llVChll and llV. Chll ~ llVChll we have, by the triangle inequality, 
l l v (u -  uh)ll < c(  inf l lv (u-vh) l  I + inf llp-qhll + inf l l~,-~hll_v=,r}, -- (vhE~/, qhEMh ~hELh 
from which the result follows. The error bound for the pressure follows exactly as in, e.g., [4,9]. | 
The error in the approximation ~h of /~ (essentially, the tangential component of the normal 
stresses), can be bounded by assuming a discrete version of (2.2) holds: 
inf sup (qh'V'vh)--(oth'vh'T)r----- > /~>0,  for some f~ > 0. (3.7) 
~"eL" vheXh (llqhll 2 _]_ 2 1 /2  - -  qhEMh IlVvhll. II~hll-1/2,r) 
It seems quite plausible that there are reasonable spaces for which this holds. However, in the 
discrete case (3.7) might also be stronger than assuming both the usual velocity-pressure inf-sup 
condition (3.2) and the following velocity-multiplier condition individually hold: 
( ah' vh" ~)r > /~'" > 0, for some j3" > 0. (3.8) inf sup 
."eL~ v~eXh IlVvhll Ilahlll/2,r 
In the error bound for IIA - Ahll we shall therefore assume (3.8) instead of (3.7). 
We shall show in Proposition 3.1 (later in this section) that the MINI element can be modified 
quite easily to satisfy (3.8). By an argument aking advantage of particular features of the MINI 
element, we shall also show in Proposition 3.2 that the modified MINI element satisfies (3.7) as 
well. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose (3.8) holds. Then, with A = - (Vu .  h) • ~, we have (1)[ II:'- ~hll-v~,r -< ~ fly (u- uh)ll 
(3.9) 
+ lip- phil + 1 + ~ ~heLh 
PROOF. Condition (3.8) implies that for any c~ h E L h, qh E M h 
(;~h _ c~h, vh. ÷)r 2 
,~" I I ; '  -~hllx/~,r -< sup 
The error equation (3.6) implies (after adding and subtracting terms) 
_ (Ah_ ah,v  h .T)r = --a (e,v h) + (p--ph, V .v  h) -- (A-- ah,v h . r ) r  
<- IIv (u -  uh)ll Ilvvhll + lip- phil Ilvvhlt + I1~- ~hll-1/~,r Ilvh ~ l lv .  
-< (llv (u -  uh)ll ÷ lip-q~ll + I1~-~hll_~/=,r)IlVvhll . 
Thus, 
~,,, II~h h h -o~ I1_1/~,i., ~ I Iv(u-uh)l l  + IIP-phll+ll,X-o~ Ilx/,,.,r 
and the triangle inequality ields 
z"' II~ h - ~ l l - i /2,r  <- llv (u -  uh)l I + lip- phll + (1 ÷ ~"') inf II~' - ~l l -v~,r ,  c~hEL h 
which is the claimed result. II 
REMARK. Bounds for []A - AhlB_I/2,F may also be given if a discrete version of Lemma 2.4 is 
assumed. However, the inf-sup condition (3.8) seems more natural and possibly easier verify than 
discrete versions of the condition in Lemma 2.4. 
With the estimates (3.5) and (3.9), one can begin considering examples of spaces which balance 
the error terms on the right side of (3.5). To do this, the H-1/2(F) norm of )~ - c~ h must be 
estimated. This estimation is aided by the following fairly standard lemma. 
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LEMMA 3.3. Let L h consist of L 2 piecewise polynomials of degree k'. I f  u 
some k >_ 0, A = - (Vu .  fi). ~, and r = min{k' + 1, k - 1/2}, 
inf I1 -  11o,  < Ch'lat. r < Chrlul.+31 ,., 
cth~Lh - -  , - -  
inf IlA h -< Ch~+ii21~l~r < Chr+'121ul.+3i~,a" 
cth~L h ' - -  
Hk+~(~) for 
PROOF. If u E He+l(f~), then by the trace theorem, A E He-I /2(F) and the first inequality 
follows from standard approximation theory in finite element spaces, e.g., [10]. 
The second inequality follows essentially from the definition of the H-1/2(F) norm. Indeed, 
if we choose O~ h to be the best L 2 approximation of A in L h then (A - a h) ± L h. Thus, for 
any sg E L2(F) 
holds for any gh E L h. Thus, 
IIA - ~hl l_ i /2,r  --  sup (A - -ah 'g ) r  
g~H,/~cr) Ilgll~/2,r 
Now, by the L 2 error estimate, 
(A - -~h,g) r=(A- -ah ,g - -g~)r<l lA - -ah l l r  inf I lg -gh l l r< l lA -ah l l ch l /211g l l i /2 , r ,  
- -  ghELh  - -  
and hence, 
and the second inequality follows. | 
REMARK. Balancing error terms in (3.5). Suppose (X h, M h) contains C O of piecewise degree 
o 
(k ,k -  1) polynomials (a common case) and u e (Hk+l(~)rG Hl(~2)) 2. Then, (3.5) implies 
IIV (u - uh)li < Chk(luik+l,~ + iPlk,~) + +C inf IIA _ahl i_ l /2 , r .  
- -  o thEL  h 
If L 2 contains L 2 piecewise polynomials of degree k', then the last lemma implies 
inf IDA < Chr+l/2luir+3/2,n, - -   hll-'/2,r - -  
r = min{k' + 1, k - 1/2}. If we wish r + 1/2 = k then, formally, k' + 1 = k - 1/2 or k' = k - 3/2 
and, in this case, 
li v (u - uh)H < chk(lulk+,,~ + iPl~,~)- 
In this example, we would choose L h to be piecewise polynomials of degree k - 1. 
It remains to be shown that it is possible to construct reasonable xamples of spaces (X h, M h, 
L h) which satisfy (3.2) and (3.8). We shall here begin this by showing how, beginning with a 
specific space (the "MINI" element) satisfying (3.2), condition (3.8) can be satisfied by adding 
quadratic edge bubble functions to X h for the edges which lie on F. 
Let l'Ih(~) denote an edge-to-edge, locally quasi-uniform mesh on the polygonal domain 
containing triangles (denoted by "T") and edges (denoted by "e"). The usual C °, piecewise 
linear basis function associated with a vertex node (xi, yi) of l-lh(~) is denoted ¢i(x, y), and 
bT(x,y) := (¢iCjCk)(x,y), for (xi, yi) ,(xj ,yj) ,(Xk,yk) nodes ofT,  
denotes the usual cubic bubble function on T. For an edge e C F with endpoints (xi, yi), (xj, yj) 
be(x,y) := (¢~¢j)(x,y), for e C F, 
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denotes the quadratic bubble associated with the midpoint of e. Define (yh, M h) be the MINI 
element of [11] (adapted to the no penetration boundary condition), defined by: 
M h := span {¢1: all vertice (Xi, Y~) • Hh(~)} N L~(12), 
yh := [span {¢1: vertices (Xi, Yi) • Hh(fl)} • {bT: all T • yIh(gt)}] 2
n {w • Hi(a)2 : w.  ~ = 0, a.e. (x,y) • F}. 
L h will denote the piecewise constants on F: 
L h := {ah(x,y) • L2(F): ah is constant on each edge e • IIh(fl), with e C F}. 
X h will denote yh augmented by quadratic edge bubbles Ce(X,y) satisfy Ce(x,y)" nl,~ = 0, 
for e C F. Indeed, for an edge e C F, form Ce(x, y) = (a(1,0) be(x, y) + b(O, 1) be(x, y)). 
The coefficients a, b in Ce(X, y) are chosen so that Ce(X, y)" nl¢= 0. Define 
X h := yh ~span {¢e: all edges e • IIh(~) with e C F}. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The finite element spaces atisfy the velocity-pressure inf-sup condition (3.2) 
and the velocity-stress multiplier inf-sup condition (3.8). 
PROOF. The MINI element (Yo h, M h) satisfies (3.1) [11], thus it must also satisfy (3.2) since Y0 h C 
X h . 
To show that (3.8) holds, we shall adapt an argument used by Verfiirth [7,12] to balance the 
effects of boundary and interior norms in the (different) context of slip boundary conditions. 
First, note that by the assumption of local mesh quasi-uniformity a simple scaling argument 
gives, for e C 0T N F: 
1 
- < IIVCelIL~CT) < c .  (3.10) 
C - 
Let X h E L h be given and define 
~v(x,y) := E xh(e)othe(x,y), (3.11) 
all edges 
con F 
and consider fT (2h~yh "~" ds. Using the fact that elements of L h are piecewise constant gives: 
IT olhw h ~'d8 E o~h(e)2 ~F h " = Ce (x, y)" "~ ds 
all edges h 
eCF 
> c r, he : c I1  11= . 
all edges 
eCF 
Consider also IIV~hll. Using (3.11) gives: 
=  h(e) llv¢211  -< using (3.10) < Ch -1 II v* ll  a,, with an 
edge eCF 
 h(e) h < ch-1 iio hll .,. 
ecF 
Thus, the following inf-sup condition holds (with the '~rong" norm on ah) 
inf sup fF othwh " ~" ds > Chll  2 > O. 
e~hELh WnE span {~b~} II~hllr IlVwhll- 
(3.12) 
Now, fix (~h E L h and let h E Hi/2(F) satisfy 
1 h Ilalll/2,r = 1, (~h,a)r > c ~ 
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V . f i=0 ,  
Then fi E X and (by [6]) 
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inl2, f i . f i=O,  onF, fi-~=&, onF.  
IIV~ll _< cII211,/~,r -< c. 
Let I h : X --* X h be the quasi-interpolation perator [13] (which interpolates L 2 data via local 
averages), and define fih := Ihu SO that [[vfihi[ _< Cl[Vfil[ _< C (see [13]). 
Consider, 
1 -> ~ II~"ll-x/~,r - Chl/2 II,;'llr IlWll 
1 >- 5 IIo,"11_,/~,,, - Chl/2 I1,~"11,-, 
where the properties of I h and flit were used on the RHS. Since [[ah[]_l/2,r ---- 1, it follows that 
1 ~h~h. ÷ ds => ~ - Ch'/2 II~hllr. (3.13) 
Combining this estimate with the previous lower bound for f r  aafih" ~ ds (i.e., (3.12) and (3.13)) 
gives: 
Note that since hl/2[[ah[[r > 0 it follows that 
{1 } {1 } 
max ~-C,h'/21i~ll~ C~h'/~ll~ll~ > rain max -C,,C~.s 
' -- s>0 2 " 
A sketch of y = (1/2) - C1s and y = C2s reveals that there is a positive constant ;3'" > 0 such 
that min max{(1/2) - Cls, C2s} = ;3 > 0. Thus, 
s>0 
fF oLhuh " ~" >f'>0, inf sup 
~L~ ~x~ II~hll-1/~,r IlVuhll 
which is the desired inf-sup condition, i 
To prove the combined inf-sup condition (3.7) we will use the following lemma and sharpen 
the result of Proposition 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose ( Xho , M h) satisfies the inf-sup condition (3.1) and suppose, (V h, L h ), where 
V h := {v E X h : (V .v ,  qh) = O, V qh E Mh}, satisfies 
(~h, vh'÷)r >c>0.  (3.14) inf sup 
aaeL ~ vheV h [[Vvh[[ [[ah[[_l/2.r 
Then, (X h, Mh, L h) satisfies the inf-sup condition (3.7). 
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PROOF. Let Ilqhll 2 + II~hll2 1/2,r = 1. We shall construct a function w h E X h with IlVwhll 
C < co and 
(V .wh,q  h) - - (ah ,w h .÷) r  >_ C > 0, 
thereby proving the result. 
Since the (xho, M h) inf-sup condition (3.1) holds, we can find a @h with ]]v@hlI _< C and 
(qh, V .  ~v h) >_ Cl]lqhll . Note that @~r = 0. Similarly, by (3.13) we can construct a @h with 
IlVfhll _< C and (oLh,~d "h • T)F --~ C2llahll-1/2,r • Note also that V • @h L M h in L2(~). Let 
w h = @h + ~,h. Then, IlVwll < C and 
(qh, V.  w h) - (a h, w h" ~)r = (qh, V .  ~v h) - (a h, ~v h. 7")r >- C2 Ilahll_v2,r + c ,  Ilqhll > 0, 
which proves the result. I 
It remains to show that the MINI element satisfies the condition (3.14) in (V h, Lh). To do this, 
we will begin with the analogous condition in (X h, L h) and use the internal bubbles CT(X, y) in 
an essential way. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. The space (X h, M h, L h) satisfies (3.14), and hence, (3.7) as we11. 
PROOF. Given ~h E L h, Ilahll_l/2,r = 1 by Proposition 3.1 we can find w h with 
Ilvwhll _< c < co and ( ah, wh" V)r -> C > 0. (3.15) 
We shall show now (by a construction entirely analogous to the one used in [11] to verify div- 
stability of the MINI element) that this w h can be modified using the bubbles bT(x, y) to lie 
in V h and still satisfy (3.15). Let qh E M h then VqhlT is a constant vector on each triangle T. 
Since v .  nit  = 0, integration by parts gives: 
(qh, V .v  ~) = --~ f~ Vqh.vdx ,  
so that (qh, V.v h) = 0 is implied by fT vhl dx = 0 and fT vh dx = 0. For each triangle T E rlh(~) 
define al, a2 by requiring fT wh(x) -- ajbT(X) dx = 0, j = 1, 2. Thus, 
vh(x) := wh(x) -- E [al(1, 0) + a2(0, 1)]bT(x) 
all TEHh(fl) 
satisfies fT vhdx = 0 for all T, and hence, V .v  h / M h in L2(fl), or v h E V h. That IlVvhll < 
CIIVw h ]] _< C, follows by a scaling argument entirely analogous to the scaling argument used to 
bound the bubble contributions in the proof in [11]. Note that v • Tit = W h " Tit so v h E V h 
satisfies 
tlvvhll < c and (ol h, v h. 7~)r > C > 0, 
and the result follows. I 
4. PENALTY  METHODS 
In this section, we consider the replacement of the Lagrange multiplier imposition of the con- 
straint u .  ~]r = 0 by a penalty function approach. To this end, let e > 0 be given and consider 
the following problem. Find ue E V minimizing over V 
1 IVvI2-f'vdx+ i e-I fr (v • "~)2 ds. (4.1) J (v) := 5 
The penalized functional J~(.) is quadratic so its Euler-Lagrange equation is easily found to be 
the following. Find u~ E V satisfying 
a(u~,v) + e-l(u~ • ~,v • ~)r = (f,v), VvEV.  
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To facilitate the error analysis it is helpful to write this as: find uc E V, (where A~ :=  {~-lue • T) 
satisfying 
a(u~, v) + (he, v .  "~)r = (f, v), for all v • V, 
(u~. ?, a)r  = e(A~, a)r ,  for all a • L. (4.2) 
REMARK: SLIP WITH RESISTANCE. If the no slip condition u.  ~]r = 0 is weakened by replacing 
adherence with slip with linear resistance to slippage we have the following boundary value 
problem. For e > 0 find (u~,p~) satisfying 
-Au~+Vp~=f ,  V-u~=0, inf', 
u~.nlr =0,  and u , .$+e(Vu~. f i ) .~=0,  on F. 
(Naturally, the requirement of frame invariance in the continuous problem suggests that Vue 
should be replaced by (Vuc + Vu~)/2. This modification is discussed below.) The variational 
formulation of this problem with modified boundary conditions is: find (u~,pe) E (X, M) satis- 
fying 
(Vu~,Vv) - (P~,V'v)  + 1 (u~. i ,v .  ÷)r = ( f ,v ) , iq ,V 'u~)  = 0, 
for all ( v, q) E ( X, M). This variational formulation is exactly the same as the penalty formula- 
tion (4.1) above. 
The form of the resistance term in the boundary condition is related to the choice made 
for the viscous term. A more physically correct boundary condition would involve the tangen- 
tial component of the stress vector, t • ~ = (73(uc) • ~) • ~ rather than (Vue • fi) • @, where 
:D(u) = 1/2(Vu + Vu t) is the deformation tensor. The variational formulation then becomes 
find: (u~,p~) E (X, M) satisfying 
(/)(u~), T)(v)) - (p~, V.  v) + (q,V. u~) + 1 (ue. ~,v~. T)r = (f,v),  
£ 
for all (v,q) E (X, M). Again, there is an equivalence between linear friction and penalty 
methods. Thus, to obtain a new algorithm from a slip with resistance boundary condition for 
approximating the no-slip condition, nonlinear esistance to slippage (as proposed by Serrin [1]) 
would be needed. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let (u,p,A), (A = - (Vu .  fi). ~) be the solution of the Stokes problem and 
let (u~, A~), (A~ = e -1 uc. fir) be the solution of (3.1) or (3.2). Then, 
I1,~ - ,~ l l - l /2 , r  + I IV (u  - u311 < ~ c 11,~ll~/2.r. 
PROOF. Subtracting (4.2) from the corresponding equations for (u, A) gives: 
a(u - u¢, v) + (A - A~, v .  e)r = 0, 
((u - u J .  ~, ~)r  + ¢(A~, ~)r  = 0, 
for all v E V, c~ E L. 
Applying the continuous inf-sup condition gives: 
/3'[IA- Acli-1/2,r < sup (A- A~,v-T)r 
-- O#v~V llv[ll/2,r (by (3.3))  
a( .  - uo, v) = sup 
~v Iivlll/2,r 
< (sup IlVvll ) 
- ~vev [[vlll/:,r [ iV (u -  "¢)1[ <- c (n ) l lV (u -  u,)[I, 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
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by Lemma 2.4. To proceed further, take v = u - u~ and a = )~ - ~ in (4.3). This gives 
]]V(U -- U~)[] 2 "]- (A -- he, (U -- Ue)' ÷)r= 0, and 
((u - u , ) .  ~, A - A~)r + e(A,, A - A,)r = o. 
Thus, 
I IV (u  - u~)ll 2 = ~(x~, x - )~c) r  = e( )~,  x - ~)r - ~(X - ~,X - )~) r  _< e(X , )~ - X~)r  
< ~llXl l l /2,r l lX - X~l l -1 /2 , r -  
Using (4.4) in the RHS of the above gives 
I lV (u  - u~)ll ~ < e l lX l l l /2 , rC(~) l lV (u  - u~)l l .  (4.5)  
Equations (4.5) and (4.4) combine to prove the proposition. I 
We can now pose the finite element-penalty method as the usual finite element approximation 
(U  h _h  to the regularized problem (4.1),(4.2). We compute,  ~ ,pc, ~ E (X h, M h) satisfying 
a(uh ,vh) - - (ph ,  V .vh)+e- l (uh .~ ' ,vh .~ ' ) r=( f ,  vh) , (V 'uh ,qh)=o,  (4.6) 
for all (v h, qh) E (X h, Mh). This is equivalent to finding u h E V h satisfying 
a (uh ,v  h) +~-1 (uh .~,vh .~) r  = (f, vh) ,  (4.7) 
for a l l  v h E V h. For penalty methods, the discrete multiplier space L h is not chosen but rather 
induced by X h via 
L h := {v h .~ : v h E xh}.  
The true solution to (4.2) satisfies: for v h E V h, c~ h E L h (where A¢ = e-lue • T) 
a(u~,v h) + (A~,v h .T ) r -  (P-- qh ,V .v  h) = (f, vh),  
(u~. ~,a" ) r  =e  (~,a" ) .  (4.8) 
--1 h PROPOSITION 4.2. De/~ne A~ :-- e-lue .'~ and Ae h := e ue • ~. Then, 
IIv (u~ - u~)ll 2 + IIm~- m211 ~ 
<c inf IIp-qhll~+ inf { l lV (u~-v2) l l~+~- l l l (u0 -O) .e l l~} .  
- -  qhEM h vhV h 
PROOF. Subtracting (4.6) from (4.7) with e = u~ - u h gives 
a (e, v h) - (p - qh, V" v h) + £--1 (e. "~, v h. T)r = 0, (4.9) 
for a l l y  h E V h. Wri tee= (u~-v  h ) - (u  h -v  h) wherev h E V h. Def ine~:= u~-v  h and 
ch :___ u h _ v h. Equation (4.8) becomes 
a (¢h, v h) + ~-1 (¢h. ~, v h ""r)r = a (, ,  v h) + ~-1 ( , .  ~., v h " ~_) _ (p _ qh, V. vh).  
Setting v h = ch gives: 
1 1 1 ¢-1 1 {~-1 
iivchll ~ + ~-1 i1¢~.,11~ _< 5 ilVnll 2 + ~ i1¢~11 ~+ ~ IIn-*ll~ + ~ I1¢ h* l l r  
1 
+ ~ tlv¢~ll ~ + l ip-  ahll ~- 
Thus, by the triangle inequality 
II v (no - u~)ll ~ + II(uo u" - ~) .~ l l r  <_C 
(4.10) 
- -  vaEVU t . . . . ,  . . . . . u j  
--1 h +C inf ]]p-qh[] 2 )~e:=e-- lue-T ,  ~h:=e Ue 'T ,  
qC= M h 
which is a basic error estimate for u~ - u h. 
h To estimate u - u~ we combine Propositions 4.1. and 4.2. 
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